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Malinowski, Rivers, Benedict and Others:
Essays on Culture and Personality

Boon, J. Between-the-wars Bali: Rereading the relics (218-46)

Darnell, R. Personality and culture: The fate of the Sapirian alternative (156-183)

Handler, R. Vigorous Male and Aspiring Female: Poetry, Personality, and Culture in Edward Sapir and Ruth Benedict (127-55)

Jackson, W. Melville Herskovits and the search for Afro-American culture (95-126)

MacClancy, J. Unconventional character and disciplinary convention: John Layard, Jungian and anthropologist (50-71)

Manson, W. Abram Kardiner and the Neo-Freudian alternative in culture and personality (72-94)

Stocking, G. Anthropology and the science of the irrational: Malinowski's encounter with Freudian psychoanalysis (13-49)

Yans-McLaughlin, V. Science, democracy and ethics: Mobilizing culture and personality for World War II (184-217)

GLEANINGS FROM ACADEMIC GATHERINGS

American Anthropological Association--The program for the 85th annual meeting in Philadelphia, December 3-7, 1986 was unusually rich in papers of interest to historians of anthropology.

In celebration of the 100th anniversary of anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania, there were three sessions centennial sessions, each devoted to a major figure. Regna Darnell (Alberta), Ira Jacknis (Brooklyn Museum), Christopher Jones (Pennsylvania, University Museum) and Elisabeth Tooker (Temple) gave papers on DANIEL GARRISON BRINTON. Edmund Carpenter (NSSR), William Fenton (SUNY-Albany), Anthony Wallace